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This presentation contains general information about the activities of Oneview Healthcare PLC (ABRN 610 611 768) (Oneview or Company) which is current as at 23 June 2023.  It is in summary form 

and does not purport to be complete. It presents financial information on a statutory basis, prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as well as information 

provided on a non-IFRS basis. This presentation is not a recommendation or advice in relation to Oneview or any product or service offered by Oneview. It is not intended to be relied upon as advice 

to investors or potential investors, and does not contain all information relevant or necessary for an investment decision. It should be read in conjunction with Oneview’s other periodic and 

continuous disclosure announcements filed with the Australian Securities Exchange, and in particular the Full Year Results for the year to 31 December 2022.  These are also available at 

www.oneviewhealthcare.com.

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, adequacy or reliability of any statements, estimates or opinions or other information contained in this presentation. To 

the maximum extent permitted by law, Oneview, its subsidiaries and their respective directors, officers, employees and agents disclaim all liability and responsibility for any direct or indirect loss or 

damage which may be suffered by any recipient through use of or reliance on anything contained in or omitted from this presentation. No recommendation is made as to how investors should make 

an investment decision. Investors must rely on their own examination of Oneview, including the merits and risks involved. Investors should consult with their own professional advisors in connection 

with any acquisition of securities.

The information in this presentation is for general information only. To the extent that certain statements contained in this presentation may constitute “forward-looking statements” or statements 

about “future matters”, the information reflects Oneview’s intent, belief, or expectations at the date of this presentation. Subject to any continuing obligations under applicable law or any relevant 

listing rules of the Australian Securities Exchange, Oneview disclaims any obligation or undertakings to disseminate any updates or revisions to this information over time. Any forward-looking 

statements, including projections, guidance on future revenues, earnings and estimates, are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future 

performance. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause Oneview’s actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially 

from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. Any forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates in this presentation are 

based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market 

conditions. For example, the factors that are likely to affect the results of Oneview include, but are not limited to, general economic conditions in any of the territories in which Oneview operates, 

exchange rates, competition in the markets in which Oneview will operate and the inherent regulatory risks in the business of Oneview. Neither Oneview, nor any other person, gives any 

representation, assurance or guarantee that the occurrence of the events expressed or implied in any forward-looking statements in this presentation will actually occur. In addition, please note that 

past performance is no guarantee or indication of future performance.

This presentation does not constitute an offer to issue or sell, or solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities or other financial products in any jurisdiction. The distribution of this presentation 

outside Australia may be restricted by law. Any recipient of this presentation outside Australia must seek advice on and observe any such restrictions. This presentation may not be reproduced or 

published, in whole or in part, for any purpose without the prior written permission of Oneview.

All amounts are in Euro unless otherwise specified.

All references starting with FY refer to the year ended 31st December 2022.

Legal Disclaimer

http://www.oneviewhealthcare.com/
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What we do

Their Family

The Patient

The Care Team

In unifying a facility's systems, content and 

services into one digital platform on both 

hospital-owned and patient-owned devices, we 

help healthcare providers to improve patient and 

family experience, achieve operational efficiencies 

and reduce the burden on clinical staff.

Oneview is at the heart of the in-patient experience



Point of Care

A unified technology platform 

that enables solving problems 

today and in the future.

From the door, to the bed, to 

the footwall, Oneview's

technology is set to deliver 

patient applications and 

integrations directly where the 

care team and the patient need 

them.

Breadth of Content

Deliver a variety of patient 

applications, clinical service 

applications, and partner 

applications.

Oneview offers access to 

Virtual Care, Service Request 

handling, Room Controls, Meal 

Ordering, Personalized 

Education, Entertainment, 

Calming and real-time Patient 

Feedback.

Integrations

Outside of our own 

applications, Oneview 

integrates with over 60 

different systems and content 

services. 

From EHRs, to Entertainment, 

to Dietary services, virtual care 

and many other categories, our 

platform brings them all 

together.

Platform & Analytics

Flexible platform and licensing 

tiers to best meet the needs of 

hospitals and health systems.

Our cloud platform allows 

customers to gain access and 

insight to hundreds of 

crucial datapoints per patient 

from the time they're admitted 

until their discharge.

Integrations

Breadth of Content

Care Experience Platform



Navigating the pandemic

No industry was more profoundly affected by the pandemic than the hospital industry – which comprise 

100% of Oneview’s customer base

We used the time to do whatever we could to enhance value for existing customers by enabling video 

communication at the bedside primarily through the development of Cloud Start with NYU Langone

The pandemic validated the value proposition of bedside technology in a very meaningful way and has 

created pent-up demand for new hybrid models of care

Our core hypothesis was that the market would reopen in 2023 which was validated by record net new 

customer acquisition in Q1 



March

Omaha Children’s 

Hospital signed

December 2020

Launched Patient 

Apps “Cloud for 

COVID” solution

April 2020

Awarded 

ISO 27001 

certification

March 2021

September 2021

CXPHub Hybrid 

set-top-box

October 2021
CXPTouch All-In-

One

Launched 

Patient Apps 

Cloud Enterprise Awarded 

ISO 27701 

certification

August 2021

Epworth renewal

June 2021

First Australian Cloud 

contract signed with 

Northern Health 

First US Cloud 

contract signed 

with Kingman

October 2021

UCSF extension & 

hardware refresh
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Cloud Start to NYU 

Langone in 400 beds

April 2020

Pandemic journey

April 2022

Reached 

commercial 

settlement with 

Regis Aged Care 

Pty Ltd

April 2022

SCHN 2-yr 

extension 

BJC Renewal & 

Expansion signed

May 2022 Iowa 5-yr  renewal 

& expansion 

opportunity

NYU commitment 

for 1,000 beds

January 2023

October 2022

2020 2021 2022

June 2022

Loretto & 

Cardinal Hospitals 

contracted

September 

2022

Launched first 

version of Digital 

Door Sign product

Dec/Jan



US Australia & rest of world
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Our customers

3 top 20 US hospitals 6 of the World’s Best Smart Hospitals 



Our biggest customer is getting bigger 

9

If approved this merger 

will nearly double the size 

of BJC and take their 

licensed beds to ~7,000 

beds adding a further 16 

hospitals. 

It is likely they will 

standardize their patient 

experience needs across 

the enterprise.



The Connected Patient Room



Connected Patient Room vision

Single bedside technology platform that enables new hybrid models of care in inpatient settings and creates a pathway to 

“Augmented Care” using AI in the future

Pandemic Emergent Future

Virtual care on tablets enabling tactical 

communication

• Virtual rounding

• Virtual visitation

• Virtual interpretation

Virtual care on the patient’s television with bi-

directional camera capability enabling new 

hybrid care models

• Virtual nursing

• Virtual patient observation to prevent falls 
and patient harm

Artificial intelligence and autonomous always-

on monitoring enables augmented care models

• AI-enabled virtual assistant with ambient 

voice capability

• Augmented patient observation to prevent 
falls and patient harm



Baxter VAR

• Oneview has entered into a Value-Added Reselling Agreement (VAR) with Baxter International, Inc. 
(NYSE:BAX) (“Baxter”) to resell Oneview’s Care Experience Platform (CXP) in the US market.

• Under the agreement, CXP Cloud Enterprise will be offered to certain Baxter customers across the 
United States.

• The agreement is for an initial two-year term and there are no material conditions that need to be 
satisfied before the commencement of this agreement which is effective immediately.

• Baxter’s CC&C portfolio includes nurse call, locating, mobile communications, medical device 
integrations and alarm management. Adding Oneview’s cloud-hosted CXP will broaden the Baxter 
portfolio in certain markets with patient experience, digital door signs and digital whiteboards, to 
better connect patients, families and care teams during inpatient visits.

• About Baxter: https://investor.baxter.com

https://investor.baxter.com/


About Baxter

• Baxter, following the acquisition of Hill-Rom Holdings, Inc., is a leading provider of connected 
hospital beds to the US market and offers one of the leading care communications and 
collaboration (CC&C) platforms.

• Baxter had global sales of $15.1b in 2022, with products sold in 100+ countries.

• Baxter acquired Hill-Rom in 2021 for $10.5b, with a shared vision to transform healthcare by 
improving clinical outcomes through accelerated product and digital innovation across the care 
continuum and care settings.

• This acquisition added nurse call, locating, mobile communications, medical device integrations and 
alarm management to the Baxter portfolio.



Introducing BYOD

BYOD personalises the in-

patient experience for the 

moments that matter 

most and empowers the 

patient by putting them 

at the heart of their care 

experience.

Patients can utilise existing features of Oneview’s CXP from 

the convenience of their mobile device, providing access via 

an SMS/email link and removing friction.

The CAPEX constrained healthcare market requires a 

solution that balances affordability with quality patient 

care. BYOD, Oneview's BYOD offering, can address this 

dynamic by providing an unrivalled experience for 

patients and their families.
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Market validation approach

1. Developed a UI mockup 

• Demonstrate what an 

early phase solution 

could look and feel like

2. Conducted structured 

interviews with customers 

and industry experts

• Validate problem 

statement

• Discuss clinical workflow 

for enrollment

• Gather initial feedback 

on mockup

3. Conducted preliminary 

user research

• Discuss proposed 

feature set

• Preliminary feedback 

on enrollment and re-

engagement flows (QR 

code, SMS)

• Gather initial feedback 

on mockup



Patient Benefits Hospital Benefits

Anytime, anywhere: BYOD allows patients to access 

their healthcare information, training materials and 

entertainment options on their personal devices, offering 

convenience and flexibility

Seamless integration: The mobile nature allows for 

easy integration with existing hospital workflows and 

systems, ensuring a smooth transition and minimal 

disruption to operations

Greater autonomy: The mobile nature empowers 

patients to manage their care independently, reducing 

reliance on hospital staff for basic needs, such as meal 

ordering or environmental control

Reduced hardware costs: By leveraging patients' 

personal devices, hospitals can save on costs associated 

with dedicated in-room hardware, such as TVs and 

bedside tablets

Enhanced communication: The app facilitates easier 

virtual care and communication with families, remote 

caregivers, even when patients are away from their 

hospital room

Increased staff efficiency: The app reduces the need 

for staff intervention in non-clinical tasks, allowing them 

to focus on critical aspects of patient care

Continuity of care: BYOD ensures patients can 

continue their care journey even after discharge, as they 

can access their EHR, training materials and virtual care 

features from home

Real-time data capture: The web app's mobile 

features enable care teams to capture real-time patient 

input, providing valuable data for care adjustments and 

continuous improvement

BYOD’s Stakeholder Benefits
Empowering patients 

and optimising hospital 

care with a seamless, 

personalised and 

mobile healthcare 

experience



Lower procurement barriers: The mobile SaaS model attracts a wider customer 

base with no capex, increasing volume and reducing time to revenue

Enhanced brand reputation: Offering a comprehensive and user-friendly mobile 

solution positions Oneview as a leader in the digital health landscape

Remote Implementation: System compatibility and minimal integration streamline 

BYOD’s entirely remote onboarding process and accelerate market capture

Pre-admission and post-discharge expansion: BYOD allows Oneview to expand 

its coverage, enhancing its value proposition and broadening its customer base

Cross-sell opportunities: Introducing a mobile solution enables cross-selling 

of core products and services, boosting overall sales and customer loyalty

Reduced OEM dependency: Managing OEM hardware suppliers is time-

consuming and puts pressure on our balance sheet – BYOD removes this

Data-driven insights: real-time data allows Oneview to identify usage patterns, 

driving data-driven decision-making and product enhancement

Benefits for Oneview
BYOD complements Oneview's core solutions and will drive holistic value for our customers and our business



EHR & Clinical Information Market(1)

1. Generalist EHRs and enterprise systems

2. Vertical EHRs and enterprise systems

3. PACS, RIS and clinical image workflows

4. LIS and laboratory workflows

5. RPM software

6. Care coordination and referrals

7. Clinical documentation

8. Care team communication

Source: (1) PitchBook ‘Emerging Tech Launch Report: Healthcare IT’ 2022 Q4; (2) Oneview Market Sizing Model

BYOD Market Size

$47.1 billion(1)

~$1 billion(2)

Significant opportunity exists within BYOD’s target market, with a 11.3% CAGR forecast to 2026(1)

BYOD’s Total Addressable 
Market (TAM)

EHR & Clinical 
Information Market BYOD’s Target Market is a 

subset of offerings that 

exist within these verticals

United States 
61%

Australia 
7%

Canada 
3%

UK 
13%

Germany 
16%

Annual Recurring TAM

99%
87% 93%

33%
20%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

United States Australia Canada UK Germany

% of BYOD's TAM That We Consider Serviceable in 2023



BYOD Market Segmentation
We will target segments that are digitally mature, focus on customer experience and a have high willingness to pay 

United States 

Epic EHR – digitally mature, increasing market share, high willingness to pay

Non-Epic EHR – digitally mature, high willingness to pay

No EHR – non target

Australia 

Private Hospitals Systems – digitally mature, customer centric, high willingness to pay

Public Hospitals using non-Epic EHR – digitally mature

Public Hospitals using Epic EHR – digitally mature

Other – non target

Canada

Epic EHR – digitally mature, increasing market share

Non-Epic EHR – digitally mature, medium willingness to pay

No EHR – non target

UK

Top Private Operators – digitally mature, customer centric

NHS Digital Exemplars – digitally mature, increasing market share

Other – non target

Germany
University, Paediatric, Top Private – digitally mature, customer centric

Other – non target

$118M

$91M

$22M

$50M

$438M

$0M

$100M

$200M

$300M

$400M

$500M

$600M

$700M

$800M

2030E

BYOD TAM(1)

 Germany  UK  Canada  Australia  United States

Source: (1) Oneview Market Sizing Model
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Hills Limited has 

contracts to supply 

approximately 20% 

of the Australian 

hospital market for 

patient pay 

entertainment 

solutions.



Questions
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